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Abstract. Organizations use phishing training exercises to help employees defend
against the phishing threats that get through automatic email filters, reducing
potential compromise of information security and privacy for both the individual and their organization. These exercises use fake and realistic phishing emails
to test employees’ ability to detect the phish, resulting in click rates which the
organization can then use to address and inform their cybersecurity training programs. However, click rates alone are unable to provide a holistic picture of why
employees do or do not fall for phish emails. To this end, the National Institute
of Standards and Technology (NIST) created the Phish Scale methodology for
determining how difficult a phishing email is to detect [1]. Recent research on the
Phish Scale has focused on improving the robustness of the method. This paper
presents initial results of the ongoing developments of the Phish Scale, including
work towards the repeatability and validity of the Phish Scale using operational
phishing training exercise data. Also highlighted are the ongoing efforts to minimize the ambiguities and subjectivity of the Phish Scale, as well as the design of a
study aimed at gauging the usability of the scale via testing with phishing exercise
training implementers.
Keywords: Usable cybersecurity · Cybersecurity awareness training · Phishing ·
NIST Phish Scale

1 Introduction
Over half of all emails sent and received are spam; and an ever-growing number of those
messages contain malicious threats [2]. Moreover, 10% of spam messages manage to
get through email filters, and phishing emails account for approximately one-third of
those emails [3]. Phishing emails are malicious threats designed to deceive and extract
sensitive information from the email’s recipient [4]. The phishing cyber threat exploits
vulnerabilities in organizations of all types and sizes, including industry, academia, and
government [5–8]. A major problem with phishing is that it targets what is possibly the
most vulnerable element within any security system, the human user. While spam filters
are capable of filtering phishing emails based on their sender, format, and verbiage,
there are still phishes which get through this net, and it is these emails which can wreak
havoc on an otherwise secured system. By clicking links and volunteering personally
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identifiable information, those who have been successfully phished can end up costing
themselves and their organizations a significant amount of money in recovery efforts
and time lost.
To help combat the phishing threat, organizations strive to improve phishing awareness via embedded phishing training exercises. These exercises provide organizations
data – click decisions in an operational environment – from realistic, safe, and controlled
training experiences. However, these click decision data that show when an email user
did or did not click on a link or attachment in a phish do not tell the whole story. The
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Phish Scale (NPS) was conceived
to provide context to these data – click rates – and to better understand why people do
or do not fall for a phish [4]. The NPS is a method for determining how difficult or
easy a phishing email is to detect [1] by considering both the characteristics of the email
itself and the user context of the email’s recipient. Ongoing research on the use of the
NPS is intended to improve its robustness, validity, and ease of use. The goal of the
research presented in this paper was to assess the repeatability and validity of the NPS
when applied to phishing emails used during embedded phishing awareness training
exercises.

2 Applying the Phish Scale
The Phish Scale was created to provide a metric for training implementers to gain a
better understanding of the variability in click rates resulting from their phishing training
exercises. The output of the NPS – a difficulty rating – can be used to provide context
to these click rates. Steves, et al. previously described the NPS, its development, and its
components in elaborate detail [1, 9]; a high level summary is presented below.
The NPS method is comprised of two major components. The first component is
a measure of the observable characteristics, or cues, of the email itself (e.g., spelling,
grammar). The more cues in a phish, the easier it is to detect. The second component,
the premise alignment, measures how well an email aligns with the context of one’s
work. The higher the premise alignment, the more difficult the phish is to detect. For
example, a phish that requests payment of an invoice is more difficult to detect (high
premise alignment) to an individual in the accounts payable division. While the same
invoice phish might be more easily to detect to a system architect whose job duties do not
include payment of invoices. The NPS includes two separate approaches to determining
the premise alignment – a Formulaic Approach and Blended Perspective [9]; the former
approach is the focus of the analysis in this paper. When analyzed collectively, these
two NPS components produce a difficulty rating for a target audience’s susceptibility to
a particular phishing email (Table 1). Phishing emails with a High premise alignment
and Few cues are usually harder for individuals to detect. Conversely, emails with Low
premise alignment and Many cues are easier to detect by individuals.

3 Research Methodology
One of the goals of this research presented in this paper is to gauge the repeatability of
applying the NPS to phishing emails. To this end, the NPS was evaluated to measure the
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Table 1. Determining detection difficulty
Number of cues Premise alignment Detection difficulty
Few
High
(more difficult) Medium
Some

Many
(less difficult)

Very difficult
Very difficult

Low

Moderately difficult

High

Very difficult

Medium

Moderately difficult

Low

Moderately to Least difficult

High

Moderately difficult

Medium

Moderately difficult

Low

Least difficult

agreement between independent ratings of phishing exercise emails. This effort began
with the process of reevaluating the phishing emails from a previously published paper
on the NPS [9]. First, a team of NIST researchers (n = 3) who were not among the
original authors of the NPS independently applied the NPS to the ten phishing emails
originally published by Steves, et al. [9]. The team then met to assess and compare
the individual scores for both cues and premise alignment. Points of divergence in cue
counts or premise alignment element scores were discussed and ultimately resolved by
averaging the scores of the team members. Finally, the team’s consolidated scores and
difficulty rating were evaluated against the previously published findings.
Another goal of this research is to validate the metric by applying the NPS to a
broader set of phishing data. The first step toward this goal is presented in this paper;
the NPS was applied to three additional phishing emails used in embedded phishing
awareness training exercises throughout 2020 (see Appendix). The aforementioned steps
were repeated in this effort – independent ratings by research team members followed by
discussion and resolution of scoring conflicts. The results of these two research efforts
are presented in Sect. 4.

4 Results
This section covers the results of our analysis of applying the NPS to the ten original
phishing emails as well as the three additional phishing emails. As mentioned in the
previous section, these 13 emails (ten original, three new) were independently rated by
members of the research team and consolidated into final scores for the cue count and
premise alignment. Each email was ultimately given an overall detection difficulty rating
(referred to throughout the remainder of this section as the “new” scores and ratings).
For the original ten emails, the new scores and ratings were compared to the prior
published work (see Sect. 3). This comparison is detailed in Table 2, where cue and
premise alignment categories are specified for each phishing email, followed by the
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associated numerical score in parentheses. In addition to these data, the click rates
(showing the percentage of email users who clicked in the email) for the phishing exercise
associated with each phish are presented in Table 2.
When comparing cues, there is clear variance in the actual scores between the new
and original analysis for the individual phishing emails. However, when abstracting up
to their corresponding cue categories, agreement between the new categorical data and
the original categorical data was met in 90% of these phishing emails. In regard to the
premise alignment, the more subjective component of the NPS, an even greater variance
is seen in the actual scores given by both new and original ratings. The effects of this
numerical variance can be seen in the agreement between new categories and the original
categories where ratings only matched up in 40% of the phishing emails. Lastly, in large
part due to the variance in the results of applying the premise alignment component, the
detection difficulty ratings were agreed upon in 50% of the ten original phishing emails
when comparing the original data to the new data. Given the five possible ratings on the
scale of detection difficulty, it is important to note that while 50% of the new ratings
did not match the original ratings, the differences were only by a factor of one (e.g.,
“very” to “moderately” rather than “very” to “least”). Additionally, when comparing the
original detection difficulty ratings and click rates to the new ratings and corresponding
click rates, the new ratings exhibit a similar pattern to the original ratings in how they
line up with the click rates.
Table 2. Comparison of NIST Phish scale ratings for original phish emails
Phish email

Cues (new)

Cues (original)

Premise
alignment (new)

Premise alignment
(original)

Difficulty
(new)

Difficulty
(original)

Click rates

E1

Few (6)

Few (7)

Low (10)

High (30)

Moderate

Very

49.3%

E2

Some (10)

Some (14)

Medium (13)

High (24)

Moderately

Very

43.8%

E3

Few (7)

Few (8)

Medium (16)

High (24)

Very

Very

20.5%

E4

Some (9)

Few (6)

Medium (14)

High (18)

Moderately

Very

19.4%

E5

Some (9)

Some (11)

Low (9)

Medium (14)

Moderately to
least

Moderately

11.6%

E6

Some (13)

Some (13)

Low (0)

Low (10)

Moderately to
least

Moderately
to least

11.0%

E7

Many (18)

Many (18)

Medium (13)

Medium (16)

Moderately

Moderately

9.1%

E8

Some (9)

Some (12)

Medium (12)

Medium (12)

Moderately

Moderately

8.7%

E9

Some (14)

Some (11)

Low (−1)

Low (2)

Moderately to
least

Moderately
to least

4.8%

E10

Some (10)

Some (12)

Medium (13)

Low (4)

Moderately

Moderately
to least

3.2%

Table 3 features the averaged calculations for the three independent raters of the
current study. The click rates for emails E11 and E12 align well with their respective
detection difficulty ratings, according to the pattern exhibited in the application of the
NPS to the previous ten emails. However, the click rates for email E13 do not fully align
with the established detection difficulty rating scale. The trend of the NPS has been
for emails with a click rate as low as 2.8% to have a “least” or “moderately to least”
difficulty rating.
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Table 3. NIST Phish Scale ratings for new phish emails
Phish emails

Cues

Premise alignment

Detection difficulty

Click rates

E11

Some (12)

Low (4)

Moderately to least

12.7%

E12

Many (18)

Low (9)

Least

5.4%

E13

Many (16)

Medium (13)

Moderately

2.8%

The NPS has the ability to contextualize click rates with its detection difficulty
ratings. However, there are some unexpected factors which may inflate click rates which
could lead to the disagreement between click rates and detection difficulty ratings (as
exhibited by E13). For example, when a phishing email appeared to come directly from
an authority figure in upper management, it elicited serious concerns and a deeper sense
of action by the email recipient than was measurable by the NPS, ultimately leading to
an increased click rate and the aforementioned disagreement. These factors are intended
to be addressed in future iterations of NPS development.

5 Discussion and Future Work
This paper presents an initial look into the ongoing validation effort of the NPS. The
results discussed in the previous section show the margin of error in the NPS difficulty
rating determination; there can be a slight variance in independent scores of a phishing
email, yet that variance is not reflected in the resulting detection difficulty rating. This
provides insight into the development of future iterations of the NPS; however, additional
validation testing is needed, including testing with larger and more diverse datasets. To
this end, the NPS is currently being tested with a variety of large datasets (both public
and nonpublic) from universities, private companies, and other government agencies.
The findings from applying the NPS to a variety of datasets will be used to improve
future iterations of the NPS. These efforts are aimed at ensuring the NPS’s accuracy and
validity.
NIST is conducting a research study to determine the usability and applicability
of the NPS. The study invited both federal and non-federal organizations with robust
phishing programs to apply the NPS in their organizations, aligning with their existing embedded phishing awareness training programs. Following their use of the NPS,
training implementers were asked to provide detailed feedback and recommendations
about their use of the NPS. This valuable real-world information resulting from the study
will determine the effectiveness of the NPS in unique organizational environments, how
usable the NPS is, and how organizations use the NPS to contextualize phishing exercise
click rates.
As mentioned throughout this paper, NPS research is ongoing. Current efforts to
improve repeatability, to evaluate validity, and to assess the usability of the NPS are
expected to lead to a more streamlined version of the NPS that would be beneficial
to organizations to provide clarity, functionality, and adaptability of the metric. Future
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iterations of the NPS will incorporate various modifications grounded in findings from the
research. Revisions currently being considered for adoption and inclusion are: 1) for the
observable cues component, reducing subjectivity, increasing identification accuracy,
and minimizing redundancy across the scale, 2) refining the cue counting method by
incorporating a weighting metric to address cue saliency, and 3) restructuring the premise
alignment’s five elements to be more efficient, reducing the total number of elements and
adopting proven methodologies for determination of premise alignment element scores.
Additionally, insights gleaned from the aforementioned usability study, including the
identification of successful practices and strategies, and lessons learned will be used to
refine future iterations of the NPS.

6 Conclusion
The NPS helps organizations and phishing awareness training implementors in two primary ways. Firstly, by contextualizing message click and reporting rates for a target
audience, and secondly by providing a way to characterize actual phishing threats so
training implementors can reduce the organization’s security risk. Organizations should
tailor their cybersecurity and privacy awareness training program to their unique environment while still meeting their organizations’ mission and risk tolerance. Likewise,
the NPS goes beyond the face value of an email by accounting for the environment, roles,
and responsibilities of people within an organization. Tailoring training to the types of
threats their organization faces helps them maintain a resilient security and privacy posture. Additionally, when click rates and quantitative and qualitative metrics from the
NPS are viewed holistically, they can signal to an organization that training approaches
and objectives, delivery methods, training frequency or content necessitate alterations
to be effective in combating the ever-changing phishing threat landscape.
Disclaimer. Certain commercial entities, equipment, or materials may be identified in
this document in order to describe an experimental procedure or concept adequately.
Such identification is not intended to imply recommendation or endorsement by the
National Institute of Standards and Technology, nor is it intended to imply that the
entities, materials, or equipment are necessarily the best available for the purpose.

Appendix
Note: Logos have been blinded from the phishing email images below (Figs. 1, 2 and 3).
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Fig. 1. E11: E-card phish

Fig. 2. E12: Document review phish
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Fig. 3. E13: Public Announcement phish
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